CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusions

After analyzing Islamic Feminism issue reflected in main woman character of Ayat-ayat cinta and Surga yang tak dirindukan movie, finally writer went to the conclusions that presented as follows:

1. Aisyah present three major Islamic feminism issues that is occurred in the way she behave her life they are: Equality of status, Independent ownership of property and Poligamy consideration but there were no element of equal responsibility involved in Aisyah’s utterances; and Citra Arini reflected four major Islamic feminism issues that are involved in Surga yang tak dirindukan movie they are: Equality of status, Equal responsibility, Independent ownership of property and polygamy consideration.

2. There were 16 of 75 utterances dealt with Islamic feminism issues spoken by Aisyah. As the results, 8 of those utterances related to the polygamy consideration, 7 of them related to the independent ownership of property and the rest as much as one utterance dealt with equality of status whereas there were 21 of 136 utterances dealt with Islamic feminism issues spoken by Citra Arini. As much as 18 utterances related to the polygamy consideration and each element of independent ownership of property, equal responsibility and equality of status of found in one utterance only.
3. The reflection of Islamic feminism appears through those two main woman characters in *Ayat-ayat cinta* and *Surga yang tak dirindukan* movie are such kind of the struggle to reach the equal position. Women tend to be more powerfully after being depressed of something problem that they faced in their life. However, the women in those two movies showed the same struggle to gain the polygamy consideration.

4. Women and Islam are reliable in feminism because religion in this case especially Islam also fight the women position in life. That’s why from a feminists perspective, feminism also considered the traditions, practices, texts, and theologies of religions.

**B. Suggestions**

Considering the conclusions above, there are several suggestions needed to be examined. They are listed below:

1. The result of this research are suggested to be used as the references for the researchers who will conduct the same research using Islamic feminism theory or combinational theories to enrich the heterogeneities and variances of literary work.

2. Islamic feminism is suggested to be used as a material of the study in literature class that examines about feminism theory.

3. Woman, whenever she was, has to be aware of global issue. Islamic feminism is a term of feminism in Islam which brought the spirit to
every Muslim woman suggested that their religion is very kind to
equality of women’s position.

4. Indonesia, as one of major Muslim country in the world has Megawati
Soekarno Putri as an example of the existence Muslim women who
real eager to be president which showed how confident and brave
herself to every woman in the world that women also can held the
position that were formerly only held by men.